# Macro Practice minor for Clinical Practice majors

**Contact**

- Linda Sprague Martinez  
  Chair of Macro Practice Department  
  (lsmarti@bu.edu)

- Andrew Spooner  
  Macro Field Education Coordinator  
  (spooner@bu.edu)

## Coursework

Choose **two** Macro Practice classes from the following:

- **MP 773** Human Service Management (F, Sp)
- **MP 781** Community Organizing (F, Sp)
- **MP 783** Planning and Program Development (F, Sp)

## Project

1. Develop a Macro Practice **project** as part of your FE, with input from your FE supervisor and Andrew Spooner.

2. Provide a **written description** of the project for review and feedback to Andrew Spooner who will share it with the macro faculty.

3. Produce a **report** on the project by the end of Spring semester.